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Monthly Meeting December 10

The December Meeting Program will be a QRO
discussion on Amplifiers. Starting with a
presentation of Dave Casler KEØOG’s video
“When can I get an amplifier?,” followed by a
group discussion, we’ll help you understand
what an amplifier can do for you, determine your
need for an amplifier, show you how to select an
amplifier, and review the complexities and
considerations when installing an amplifier.

Announcements
The regular monthly meeting returns on
December 10, 2022 in person & via Zoom.
Start time: 9:20 AM, Boutwells Landing.

Meeting: Current Members will receive a
meeting invitation via email from Joe,
KCØOIO.

SARA's virtual monthly meetings are
open to all.

SARA On the Air
Phone Round-Robin Ragchews/Nets
Times are Local - Central

>160m Ragchew
Nightly, 20:00; ~1.966 MHz
Alternates:  ~3.818 - 3.830 MHz, 21.316
MHz, ~50.166 MHz (USB)
Monday Morning 75m Ragchew
08:15; ~3.856 MHz
> 2m Tuesday (TMT)
19:00; SARA 2m Repeater*
> Sunday Fusion Digital Voice Hangout
19:00; SARA Repeater* 147.060+ MHz
DCS/DTCS 026 Normal or connect
via WIRES-X to W0JH-Room 63969

*SARA 2m Repeater:
147.060 MHz; Positive Offset;
DCS/DTCS 026 Normal or connect
via WIRES-X to W0JH-Room 63969.

Can’t Find Us On the Air?
... Monitor SARA Repeater!

Upcoming SARA Meeting
Saturday, December 10
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This is an essay about my journey in ham radio behind the key.

This is my original QSL from 1966.

Novice Days and Nights

In 1965 you had to be able to send and receive morse code to be granted a one-year
Novice license, so said my ARRL license manual. I had no idea what I was doing, or
how this would affect the future, but some friends were getting these “ham radio
licenses,” so of course, I had to follow the group. At the time, the exam requirement was
for five, five letter words per minute with solid copy for at least one minute. Twenty-five
characters –seemingly a high hurdle but one eventually cleared with practice.

My practice included copying plain text from ARRL code practice schedules and for
challenge, commercial traffic lists, and radio operators at sea in the 8 Mc marine band.
Do you remember copying maritime CW traffic with their unique fists and procedures?
Each time I walked past a street sign I would send it in CW, only in my head: people
being oddly suspicious of teens walking by, talking to themselves, especially in morse
code. After a few months, I felt marginally competent, and it was time to try for a license.

In 1965, the license exam had to be administered by a General or Extra class ham who
would send in the paperwork to the FCC, hopefully resulting in a license. For my test I
bicycled to the shack of Mr. Andy, K5GFB, who was not only serious about his
responsibility but had a machine to send code. Have you ever heard of an
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Instructograph ? It’s a pre-WW2, vintage military, diabolical, relentless, code practice1

machine using punched paper tapes, five random characters per group. I had learned to
copy text, real words, I could cheat and guess the next character, but not with this
machine, all random. Oh, and he expected me to send five words per minute but in my
zeal learning to copy CW I spent little time learning to send. Somehow, dazed, and with
shaking hands, I passed and was eventually granted WN5ORM. {WN5ORM QSL pic}

Everyone’s Novice HF privileges in 1966 were crystal-controlled CW, restricted to parts
of 80, 40 and 15 meters, at 75 watts, input power, and yet with a low antenna and a
marginal receiver I still managed many QSO’s. Sunday mornings on 40 meters, on or
about 7175 kc, plus or minus crystals on hand, I’d meet up with friends in southwest
Louisiana and we’d talk about whatever it was teenagers talked about in ancient times.
After school, a bunch of us local WN’s would sometimes meet on 40-meter CW, though
I have no idea what we talked about. Probably the same stuff.

On most nights, the 40-meter Novice band was a buzz of CW, hundreds, crammed
together in the 50 kc Novice segment. Some nights I even made contacts with my2

Hallicrafters HT-40 and general coverage Hallicrafters S-108 shortwave receiver. There
was no expectation that a CQ would be answered on your frequency; it depended on
the other guy’s stock of crystals and your listening skills and an advantage of a
non-selective receiver. You had to tune around, listen, and try to pull a signal from the
QRN and QRM. Only rarely would another Novice zero beat your transmission. Over
the next six months a few hundred QSO’s went into the logbook, my skills improved,
and somewhat surprised, I still enjoyed CW and more importantly ham radio.

The FCC examiners

The Novice license was for one year, non-renewable and to keep one’s license,
upgrading to General, or Technician was mandatory. For six months, I was copying
ARRL bulletins at 18, made my plans and appeared at the New Orleans FCC office on a
Monday at 7:30. In the morning! With a few exceptions you had to present yourself at
the FCC for the examination.

I walked into an all-gray, granite walled, small room and very anxious, whereupon to
help lessen my anxieties, the rather brusque FCC examiner, also gray, snatched my
completed forms and sternly told me to sit down, somewhere, and do not talk,
apparently ever. They started the morning by giving the Morse Code test for 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd class radiotelegraph to several commercial operators. They started with the 3rd

2 In the days prior to kilohertz and megahertz we used kilocycles and megacycles.  The old
abbreviations make more sense to me. Oh well.

1 https://technitoys.com/instructograph-morse-code-training-device/
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class, a few left the room, then the 2nd, more left, first class and then it was two
commercial operators, me, and another ham in the room.

It had to be intentional to keep the room cold for the joy of and having frozen blue
fingers when the examiners gave us hams a nubby pencil, in case we were dumb
enough not to bring a pencil, and a piece of paper – then quickly, ready – go – no
warmup, and off we went, just that fast. The first minutes I copied a few random letters,
sensing disaster, but somewhere in the middle it clicked, and I printed about two
minutes solid at 13 WPM, then sent 13 using their old straight key, and after passing the
written exam I walked out with my general ticket, feeling great and obviously superior to
my Novice friends.

So continued many years of mostly CW and many QSO’s using straight keys, a bug to
learn a bad swing, several homebrew keyers and today a 60-year-old Vibroplex
Presentation bug. {Bug picture} By the way, listen to the final Morse transmission from
KPH (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2a4scmlC7tI) to hear DA, the operator send
what I consider fine sounding CW from a bug . To me it's music.3

And then

My favorite memory is the middle of the night QSO’s, in a darkened shack, on 20 meters
with a couple of VK’s and sometimes a ZL, night after night for weeks. I got to know
these guys and I got to know their fists and could pick them out by their sending style.
I’d give a lot to hear them one more time.

Other memories from the key were a QSO with Robert Heinlein, the sci-fi author. I have
his QSL in my stack. Or how about Tom Christian on Pitcairn Island, a descendant of
Fletcher Christian of the Bounty. Or JY1, King Hussien of Jordan, another, KH6IP,
Katashi Nose, a genius on a key who is said could copy 75 WPM. He was good! In the
past few years, I’ve met Don, W6JL, all homebrew gear and a terrific fist. On and on…. I
want to point out that these were typically more than the canned signal report, QTH,
name, and 73 that is so prevalent today.

And here’s an oldie. P5YCS worked on 15 meters with a 7050 (x3) crystal as a Novice.
My friend WN5OSO broke in to tell me it was SP5YC, Poland, and clearly, I was a lid .4

4 “The story that most often makes the rounds in amateur radio circles is that some telegraphers
used the lid of a Prince Albert tobacco can to better hear the sounder. These fellows were, in
general, poor operators, and “lid” became the designation of any poor operator.”
https://www.kb6nu.com/another-explanation-for-the-term-lid/

3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2a4scmlC7tI This is the final transmission from coast
station KPH with DA at the key sending some of the finest CW by bug that I’ve ever heard.
Watch her fingers on the key.  Try to copy the message to the signoff; de kph sk ar.
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Well, yes, I suppose so on that day. Probably others. A humbling, hot, humid New
Orleans summer day for this Novice to work his first DX. I’ll bet there are many
comparable stories for others to tell. I still have YC’s QSL.

And Now

Today, CWops Academy and several other groups offer free CW courses, and the
ARRL still transmits code practice and bulletins. There are many websites and apps for
iOS and Android to help and many CW ops are happy to meet anyone on the air
wanting to improve their skills or to just engage in the near lost art of ragchewing. For a
challenge go to the International CW Council website:
https:\\internationalcwcouncil.org

The ability to send and receive morse code is fun, it’s a challenge and it’s exciting to
follow in the footsteps of yesterday’s OM behind the key.

I suspect we all have stories to tell about our days operating CW, and perhaps they
should be told for the benefit, and yes, sometimes the amusement of all.

73 N5LB AR

Vibroplex Presentation

N5LB Station Manager and Inspector
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Bandwidth from the President

Greetings from my shack, de Joe KCØOIO.

It’s hard to believe it’s the 12th month of 2022! They go fast these
days. On the plus side, I am one year closer to retirement and it’s
getting harder to go to work every day.

2022 has been a good year for SARA. We were able to resume our monthly meetings at
Boutwells Landing while also providing a live feed via Zoom of the meeting. This hybrid style of
meeting has been a big success for SARA and the monthly meeting has an international flare
with Brad VE3MXJ joining in regularly. Having the availability of our Zoom meeting room will
open possibilities for more guest speakers from all over without the need for travel.

February saw the Ice Station WØJH on the air, but away from the ice again. COVID numbers
were up, and it was prudent to run the special event from home stations. It was a good effort
from all who participated over that weekend.

March saw the return of the SARA White Elephant Exchange Program after missing 2021. As
usual, the exchange was interesting and lively, and it sure was nice to move the Flying Ham
along to a new home after 2 years here! And we were able to resume the Thursday evening
Eyeball QSO Party at the Library, along with our yearly Spring technician license class.

April saw a successful VE session following the Tech License classes. It was the 1st test session
for our VE Team since Nov 2019. More importantly, following a meeting program on Parks on
the Air, we issued the SARA POTA Challenge 2022. We had no idea how the members would
react to this Challenge or the level of participation we would see. It has been incredible! The
number of hunters and activators taking part has been encouraging and the enthusiastic
response as the Challenge developed through the early months has been rewarding.

In May, we started SARA’s Summer in the Parks, moving the Thursday Eyeball QSO Party
outdoors to parks in the area. We started with the New Ham Night (1st one in 3 years) at Valley
View Park and then moved around all summer until mid-September when we returned indoors
at the library. And the SARA POTA Challenge took off!

In June, we had a pair of events. Our first SARA POTA Activity Day on June 11 was a fun day
for all. Starting with the 2nd Saturday breakfast, rolling out in groups of 2-3 activators traveling to
various POTA entity locations, and wrapping up with the dinner/afterglow. Most of those were 1st

time activators, along with a few old salts to provide the elmering. Brad VE3MXJ was even able
to join us for the day – great to see you, Brad! Then it was Field Day weekend at Autumn Hills
Park at the end of the month. The club fielded 2 stations this year. Check out the December
QST to see how SARA compared to other 2A FD operations in the area.

July was a “quiet” month with the Summer in the Parks continuing Thursday evenings. We even
worked in a POTA park activation one evening. And the SARA POTA Challenge continued to
entice members to get on the air and hunt as well as get out to activate.
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August had another attempt at a SARA POTA Activity Day on the 2 nd Saturday, but illnesses and
other commitments kept most of the folks from getting out. Didn’t stop Brian KB9TBB from
building his activation numbers, though. The club did a 2nd Summers in the Park POTA
activation evening from Browns Creek State Trail from the trailside at Browns Creek Park in
Stillwater. After seeing the hunter activity slow as one or two hunters had gotten so far out front
in the SARA POTA Challenge, the Legends and Leaders classes for POTA Hunters raised the
bar for the hunters. They are pushing themselves to surpass that 500 contacts level to become
“Legends.” There is a definite spike in hunter activity visible in the charts. And activators start
pushing each other to get out more.

September started with the winding down of Summer in the Parks. We discovered some great
parks in the St Croix Valley that provide great opportunities to put up an antenna and fire up the
radios to get on the air. There wasn’t a single Summer in the Parks session that didn’t have
someone doing just that. A couple of sessions featured hot dogs and brats off the grill. SARA’s
Summer in the Parks will be a regular feature on our annual calendar. Monthly meetings
returned to Boutwells and online. The Eyeball QSO Party moved back indoors at the library, and
the Fall General License Class made a return to the calendar. And the SARA POTA Challenge
activators and hunters continued to push each other to new levels.

October was a mild month of activities: the monthly meeting, weekly Eyeball QSO Party, and
General License classes filled the calendar. The SARA team began ramping up for the 18th

Annual “Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald” Special Event weekend at Split Rock Lighthouse
State Park. And the SARA POTA Challenge continued to see more folks move into the Legends
class. Wow, what a success this has become. The question started to be heard, what do we do
with the POTA Challenge for 2023?

November started with the big Special Event weekend up on the North Shore as WØJH was on
the air from Split Rock and WØF was put on the air from home stations commemorating the 47th

anniversary of the wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald. Nearly 1150 contacts later the logs were
closed. QSL certificate requests started coming in that first day and most of the electronic QSL
certificates have now gone out. A VE session brought the fall General License class to a
successful end. And the SARA POTA Challenge continued to hold momentum. Those who got
on the air at Split Rock Lighthouse State Park /  Gitchi Gami State Trail got activator credits in
POTA. A couple of activators started early each day taking advantage of the POTA entity-rich
environment of northern Minnesota as well as doing some activations on the way up and back
that weekend. KB9TBB completed a 10-entity activator rove Thanksgiving weekend.

December is upon us and it’s time to take stock of our successes and some misfires. It’s time to
nominate officers for the 2023 club year.  And get those end of year contacts in the logs for the
SARA POTA Challenge. Who will push over that 500 Hunter contacts and become a Legend?
Who’s going to finish in the top 3 of each of the Activator categories? There’s still time!

I wish you all a very Happy, safe, and Healthy Holiday Season!

73 es CUL de KCØOIO
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Membership

As of December 3rd, these folks have demonstrated continued support for SARA with
early and timely dues submission. If you have paid dues for 2023 prior to 12/3/2022,
and are not on this list, contact me as soon as possible. We thank all who have
renewed memberships early. We do accept advanced renewals, and a few who are
already current for 2023, have also paid memberships as far ahead as 2027. Contact
me directly with any dues, or membership questions, as well as any information
updates, so we can keep the roster current. Addresses, emails, phone numbers, ARRL
memberships, call sign changes as well as license class upgrades all should be current
on the roster.

SARA memberships run on a calendar year basis, ending on December 31. Current
members who submit late dues after the beginning of the new year, will still expire on
Dec. 31, so nothing is gained by delaying payment.

Dues for regular membership is $20/yr per person and associate/family membership is
still $10/yr per person.

Shel NØDRX
n0drx@hotmail.com

Call First Last Name

Rudy Rodriguez

AC9F Chuck Fritz

ADØSN Rich Smith

AEØSL Stan Leeson

AGØH Keith Miller
KAØOBI Steve Bonine
KB9TBB Brian Schousek
KB9WTB Ron Jansen
KBØJER Jerry Berreth
KBØUXV Nate Timm
KC9GEJ Dan Wayner
KCØDWZ Don Zvareck
KCØOIO Joe Heitzinger

KD3VIN Devin Lydon
KD9OIV Dan Jones
KDØEAP Greg Schroeder
KDØHRM Scott Parker
KDØHRN Candee Parker
KDØJTG Jacob Heitzinger

KDØPKY Mary Hill

KDØTOV Mark Zappa

KDØVKB Randy Olson

KDØWGH John Kuzma

KEØGOM Doug Plunkett

KEØIYF Dan Stubbs
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KEØIYN Collin O'Connor

KEØN Eliot Ricciardelli

KEØQAQ Pam Jungwirth

KEØROK Owen Skroch

KEØVOC Scott Barkley

KFØDMG Steve Speltz

KFØHZG Bob Stirling

KFØIEX Jim Garbe

KFØJEL Tim Grotheer

KFØJER Sabrina Fish

KFØKPK Steven Sweeney

KFØKXT Chris Wells

KIØB Jim Stemwedel

KØCFL Carl Lindholm

KØGCP George Power

KØGW Greg Widin

KØHAS Henry Schwartz

KØPU Brian Edgell

KØSON Bruce Jungwirth

KSØJ Skip Jackson

N5LB Lionel Booth

N9EZC Dick Miller

N9JNQ Dave Iverson

NØBM Brian McInerney

NØCIC Bill Jones

NØCQ Ken Newton

NØDRX Shel Mann

NØDXH Mary Mann

NØEBQ John Olcott
NØMR Jerry Groeneveld
NØODK Mike Paskeuric

NØTXW Dave Mangin

NØUC Dick Roberts

NØUHR Tom Voigt

VE3XT Paul Unger

W2SAD Scott Dornseif

W2YNT Vince Laraia

W3QLC Joe Hibberd

W9LHG John Lyon

WAØKKE Mike Knox
WAØTDA Pat Tice
WB9OKQ Lyle Miller
WBØMOA Gary Propp
WBØYSX Tim Fida

WØDIK Dick Auld

WØELC Jimbo Feesl
WØGIB Craig Martin
WØNKA Shane Manzara
WØOXB Dave Glas
WQØN Russ Morris
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Why People Work Special Events

Shel NØDRX

There are many reasons people choose to become ham radio operators, and once
licensed people’s area of interest in the hobby may often change many times over the
years. Working special event stations is a small niche that some hams tend to gravitate
toward.

Working special event stations provides an excellent opportunity for newer hams to
make some early contacts, without feeling intimidated, and to learn about both good and
poor operating techniques without feeling pressured. They can learn to differentiate
good as well as bad techniques when in a pile up while trying to work an event station.
The good would include such things as giving your call once as well as timing when to
give your call. The bad would be cases of the lid, who repeats his call, or does not stand
by and listen, when the event station operator may have gotten a partial call, and be
requesting only that station to repeat his call.

It is possible for any amateur individual or group to put on a special event for just about
any reason they may choose. The primary reason for the event will be a major factor in
attracting people to work the event, but other things are involved to promote
participation.

The first weekend in November, SARA completed its 18 th consecutive year of running
our Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald Special Event. We did not originate this
event, nor are we the only club that runs an Edmund Fitzgerald event. However, I will
claim the SARA event to be the most successful.

The original and still primary objective of this event is to remember the loss of the 29
lives when the Edmund Fitzgerald sank. To increase interest after the initial event, we
began promoting the event to hams who were interested in county hunting or working
lighthouse entities. More recently we have added promotion to the POTA community.
With rapid growth of POTA activity in recent years, it has obviously led to more activity
for our special event.

The following is a sample of comments from some of the people who worked us, and
have requested confirmation certificates:

K8VT: I've actually seen and touched the Fitz's lifeboats at the Valley Camp Museum
Ship in Sault Ste. Marie, MI.

K3DQB: Thanks again for the QSO. See ya next year!
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KC8WVG: Thank you for once again remembering that terrible loss of the Edmund
Fitzgerald and her crew. May the Souls of those lost find Eternal peace in God's Hands.

KF4JM: Enjoyed the short conversation, and thank you for your time it took for this to
take place. Always enjoy working special events. Being from the great lakes area before
moving to NC, I also remember the event.

KB0SNE: Living in Duluth on 4th Street next to Dave Wick's Pawn Shop on the night of
the Edmund Fitzgerald Sinking.

N7RTX: Thanks for activating the parks and lighthouse!

KC9ZVP: Thanks again for keeping the memory of the Edmund Fitzgerald alive.

AA4BC: Thanks for remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald.

WX1C: Thanks for the great event and for remembering the EF. I grew up in Chicago
and remember when the EF sank.

KE8UOH: Great to chat with you at the Lighthouse for the Edmund Fitzgerald Special
Event

WB2SHZ: Thank you for activating for the Special Event and POTA Parks K-2524 and
K-8095.

KD2SGR: Kudos to the operator: I'm using 5W so not easy to copy but he kept trying.

W8BJF: Glad to finish out the year of contacts with your Special Event Stations.

KD9JTU: Thanks so much for event and POTA as well

NE2B: I am excitedly looking forward to receiving the confirmation certificate pdf.

VA3JYE: I am requesting a Edmund Fitzerald  special event QSL card I made a contact
with W0JH on November 5/2022 at 18:40 UTC on frequency 14.284.0 on the 20 meter
band on SSB The operator I spoke to was also doing a  POTA activation K-2524 and
K-8094 and he gave me the information to request a QSL card.

W8KVK: Thanks for the enjoyable Edmund Fitzgerald commemorative
Special Event.  Important remembrance.  At your convenience,
I would appreciate one of your nice PDF certificates.

WB2SHZ: Thanks for operating the special events station. This is the third band I have
contacted the station on this weekend. Great QRZ page for this event. Would love to
see these confirmed in QRZ.
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W4KSY: Thank you for the activation. I had the pleasure of making contact with your
W0JH operator (Scott KD0HRM). Scott had a very strong and clear signal and was also
very professional.

N1IDE: Thank you very much for your work on this event!  I realize it will be a while
before the certificates are sent.

KF0HOD: Thank you for remembering the Big Fitz and operating this event.

W4XCO: Thank you for your dedication to the memory of the Edmund Fitzgerald

N1MHV: Thanks for the parks and special event.

KG4UDW: I found you via POTA. Station was strong here in SC but I had some QSB
and didn’t catch everything the operator said but he told me to look at your QRZ page.

KC3NRI: Thank you for the Activation and remembering the SS Edmund Fitzgerald.

KC3AHR: You were my First hf contact in 2015-10-31.

WA4GNL: Thanks so much for the contact. My father was raised in Duluth, and we
made many trips there over the years. Very fond memories! Keep up the good work!

KF0HZI: sending this email requesting the QSL card. I am a new ham operator and this
was my first special event and was a great thrill for me to get it. I was operating a G90
with an end fed half wave antenna. To me it was something to get through the pile ups
with my small radio. Your operator was great to me as I told him it was my first event.
Again thanks for your hard work and making a new operator's day.

AB1XQ: Many thanks to all who made this Special Event possible. I have a 6-band
(40/30/20/17/15/12m) fan dipole in my attic and an IC-7300 running barefoot, so I am
always pleased when I can break through a pile-up to a sought-after station, such as
yours.

KG7MZE: You were 5/7 into McMinnville, Oregon. I am running 20 watts through a
Xiegu G90 with a dipole strung between 2 trees in the backyard. 

VE3CBK/QRP: I was proud to work the W0JH Split Rock Light special event. Thank you
very much for putting on such an important commemoration.

VE3IDT: Glad to work your special event (POTA was bonus)

K8WXQ: It was wonderful working W0JH on November 5th 2022 on 2 Bands.  I really
appreciate you folks honoring the Families that lost loved ones on the Edmund
Fitzgerald each year.  Great job and well done. Being a ex Navy Sailor and traveling to
over 40 Countries, the Ship Edmund Fitzgerald is very special to me. I was discharged
in 1975 and lived in Traverse City, MI at the time. Since I had been in a storm in the
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Atlantic and know what that is like, I just could not believe the Fitz sank in Lake
Superior.  I never knew the Lake could be so rough to take down a Freighter. I was
invited to the 50th Anniversary of the building of the Fitz and met several men that
actually built the Ship. They gave us some Taconite Ore from the spill when the ship
broke up after sinking in the storm during some of the underwater dives. I frequently see
the ship Arthur M Anderson that was the last to communicate with the Fitz on the
Duluth, MN, Soo Locks and Port Huron MI ship cams.

WS5GPA: Thank you for the QSO and for not forgetting the fate of the Fitzgerald.

KC3MMC: Thank you for activating the W0F "Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald
Special Event Station".

K8DXJ: Thank you for the contact as we are also working the Fitzgerald anniversary
from the Livonia Amateur Radio Club.

K7SCW: I look forward to receiving the certificate. I originally made contact with a ham
event held at the Shipwreck Museum about 30 years ago. Unfortunately I've lost the
certificate. 

KC1OCA: I was able to make contact on 3 bands this year. I also want to commend the
operator on 20m, the YL was very courteous and worked the pile up well.

KD0FDJ: had a nice chat with someone at Split Rock operating for W0JH on
18.165MHz on Nov. 6 at 1710 UTC.  I used to sail past Split Rock when I kept my
sailboat at the Silver Bay Recreational Marina, and wish I was operating with you guys
at Split Rock, I have an offer to make: if the Split Rock crew will drive up the road to the
Roadhouse on Beaver Bay, I’ll buy a round of drinks! Just use this email address to let
me know who to reimburse. I’ll print  your QSL file and frame it next to the one from the
Livonia, MI group. 

KB9ZPK: I want to pass along a great big thank you to everyone in the Stillwater ARC,
for doing this great ham radio tribute to the legendary Edmund Fitzgerald and keeping
the ship's memory alive! I know it takes a lot of time, effort and money to do this every
year! Thanks for being there and deciding to do this special event station 18 years ago.
A lot of us look forward to this annual tradition.

NW3Q: First, let me thank you folks for again doing this very special event! I make it a
point to work you every year.

KB3FW: Great job with commemorating the Edmund Fitzgerald.

AE5FY: Thanks you for all the work you guys do on the annual Edmund Fitzgerald
special event. I look forward to it every year.
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KE8FHG: Thanks for the QSO, but a bigger thanks and appreciation for your event! I
was very intrigued and moved by what you are doing. I was always fascinated but also
saddened by this tragedy. I need to cue up some Gordon Lightfoot.

W2VGD: Having a picture of the Split Rock Lighthouse on your website, where we
had our QSO, adds to the pleasure of the event. Thank you again for putting on the
SES - I'm sure it was great fun and satisfaction for the entire club. 

W9JLK: Funny story, I also work the 100 Watts and a wire net on Sunday nights. I was
telling one of the net control ops that I know about working your SE/Pota station.  He
said he just joined your club. He knew all about it and where you were operating out of. 

Miscellaneous OXB Input:

Phil Elliott (KBØTXS sk)

Seventeen years ago (December 7, 2004) SARA member
died as a result of a carless car driver.

RIP our friend!

Samples of the WØJH “Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald” and the WØF
“Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald” QSL Certificates are available to all SARA
members.

Please let Dave, WØOXB know if you’d like your very own.
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Ice Station WØJH

Special Event on Frozen Lake Elmo (Feb. 18-20)

The 2020 operating crew

Dave (WØOXB) and others are coordinating the logistics (shelter, radio, logging
computers antennas and scheduling operators). The event takes place at the QTH of
our hosts Dave (KØAIF) and Anne (KEØVOB); beginning on the lake and shore, then
continues across Lake Elmo Avenue. The early December report from AIF Dave
indicated ice is forming and there should be more than enough to support this year's
event. This will be the sixth year out of the last 10 years we’ve operated from Lake
Elmo. (Due to COVID, we did Distributed Operating from member QTHs in 2021 and
2022.)

We’ll be setting up and operating from a portable ice fishing, tent-type shelter and also
from our self-contained trailer. The portable shelter will be located on the east side of
Lake Elmo; the trailer will be on dry land, across the road near the parking area. Both
stations are kept cozy with portable heaters. The shelter and all gear will be taken down
and stowed each evening. Very important after-hours critiquing/networking sessions will
be held as required. (There’s no word yet on flavored brandy, mincemeat pie and/or
garlic enhanced goodies!)
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Newly licensed hams and recently upgraded Generals are especially encouraged to
participate. Or, at least come by to see what special events are all about. You can learn
how to log, operate, handle “pile-ups” … and be on hand to observe. We can guarantee
you’ll learn a thing or two!

Interested in Learning/Operating Digital HF?

From the SARA trailer station, we can operate digital and SSB modes. An operator and
logger, using the Icom IC-7300 transceiver connected to a laptop, will be available for
demonstration and hands-on instruction for visitors.

February 18, 19, 20 (President’s Day weekend)
Dates / Times / Schedule:
Saturday, 2/18: 10:00 am Setup, Operating until ~5:00 pm
Sunday, 2/19: 10:00 am – ~5:00 pm
Monday, 2/20: 10:00 am – ~5:00 pm
Frequencies: 3.860, 7.260, 14.260, 21.360, 28.360 MHz
:: Tune +/– 20 kHz if QRM
:: SSB mode; digital operation may be used by those interested

The event is already posted on the ARRL website (Special Events) and will be
published in the February issue of “QST”.

Notes:
:: Unfortunately, our station on the lake will not be handicap-accessible (the terrain to
the lake is very steep and slippery).
:: Like all SARA special events, visitors are welcome. For liability insurance reasons, all
scheduled Ops/Loggers must be SARA members.
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Remote Base Station Update - December 2022 - Some Tweaks &
Antenna Thoughts

Patrick Tice, wa0tda@arrl.net

Stations WØZSW, WAØTDA, and
WØEQO are up and running.

The receiver audio level at WØZSW
has been adjusted to be more in line
with levels at the other two remotes.
Changes in level settings due to
Windows updates are sometimes noted,
but whatever pushed the audio level
down had just been sneaky enough to
do so without making the station
unusable - the users just had to crank

up their own audio after they connected to the radio and powered it on.  I’m sure this
was a little confusing since the radio was relatively silent when powered on, and usually
we are accustomed to at least hearing some static on the HF bands.  Another
consideration is the antenna tuning, which must be cycled before you hear activity on
any given band.  It makes a HUGE difference on ZSW, since the band comes alive once
the tuner finds a match.

The antenna at ZSW is a compromised OCF wire that had been damaged by
squirrels and wind, and is back in service but not at an ideal height. Even if it were
much higher, this kind of antenna requires an antenna tuner to be activated each time a
band is changed or it will present serious mismatches over most of the bands. There is
a reason why the inverted vee maypole at the TDA station is a better choice for a
multiband capable HF remote station - it has natural resonances on multiple HF bands,
which means that the antenna tuner has to do minimal searching to find matches, and
that in turn means that changing bands will not result in the serious attenuation of
received signals that is noted when using the OCF wire.  In general, for HF remote
operation, antennas with multiple natural resonances will outperform other designs
because automatic antenna tuners will find matches more easily and quickly, and there
will be less overall loss in the system.  All in all it will make for a better user experience.

Setting up an HF remote means some serious planning around antenna
trade-offs!

What if there isn’t room for a real estate gobbling antenna like a maypole system?  A
single wire antenna fed with ladder line is an obvious option, but will present more
tuning issues.  A fan dipole might be a compromise depending on the space available.
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It is possible to use a compatible external remote controlled antenna switch and use
multiple antennas, but that can make the system more complex and therefore more
brittle because there are more things that could break. Add a tower and beam (the
software supports a rotor), and the station becomes more versatile and necessarily
more brittle - and failures in a remote setup can be a real hassle.

Remember too that with HF remotes like ours, the users will be all over the map with
their skill levels.  A more complex and capable station will satisfy some and confuse
others!  The host software lacks the granularity to assign much in the line of individual
user restrictions/permissions, and having to do so would be an administrative hassle in
any case. Most Remotehams stations therefore are relatively simple to accommodate a
broad user base on multiple bands without a huge admin overhead.

Nonetheless, Amateur Radio is a technical activity, and some station owners do support
more than 100 watts and a wire.  We could do that if we wanted to!

Contact Pat at wa0tda@arrl.net for transmit access or for help.  Information and
videos, along with a quick start guide are available here:
http://tice.us/wa0tda/
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Upcoming events

● December Meeting: Saturday, December 10, 2022 - Boutwells Landing
9:00 AM (Don’t arrive early) 13575 58th Street North, Oak Park Heights
Zoom Stream begins at 9:15 AM. Early birds: 7:30 AM Breakfast/Coffee
Pre-meeting: Perkins Restaurant (2050 Frontage Rd, Stillwater)

○ Boutwells Landing – WEAR Mask in Lobby!
● Sunday, December 11 - 7:00 PM  Sunday Fusion on the SARA

repeater. SARA’s digital voice hangout is every Sunday evening. Sunday
Fusion makes use of the System Fusion C4FM digital voice capabilities of
the SARA repeater along with WIRES-X and YSF connectivity. This
informal hangout is for those who want to explore the System Fusion
capabilities of their radios.

● Thursdays, ~6:00 – 8:00 PM EyeBall QSO Parties Stillwater Public
Library

● January Monthly Meeting Saturday, January 14 at 9:00 AM (Don’t arrive
early)

● February 18 - 20: Ice Station WØJH Special Event on frozen Lake Elmo

SARA Connections:

We offer multiple ways to stay connected with SARA. They include: groups.io,
YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.

SARA groups.io: https://groups.io/g/StillwaterMNAmateurRadioAssoc

SARA YouTube Playlists:  Technical Topic Thursday    SARA Monthly Meetings

SARA on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/527705810939785

SARA on Instagram: sararadioham

SARA on Twitter: @saraW0JH
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SARA 2022 Officers

Nominations for SARA Officers for 2023 will take place at this meeting. The
offices of President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer are elected
annually. The Director positions are 2-year terms, each elected in alternating
years. One Director will be elected for the 2023-2024 term.

The current SARA officers are:

● Joe Heitzinger, KCØOIO – President
● Bob Jensen, WØGAF - Vice President
● Dave Iverson, N9JNQ – Secretary
● Rich Smith, ADØSN – Treasurer
● Zack Zaccagnini, AAØU - 2021 & 2022 Director
● Brad Harris, VE3MXJ - 2022 & 2023 Director

Trustee: Shel Mann, NØDRX (Note: The SARA Trustee officer is an appointed
position; chosen by the elected officers)

Now is the time to consider helping shape the future of the Association by
serving as an official of SARA.

A Note from the Editors

This edition of the 2022 Signals from SARA news  is produced on Google
Docs using 100% recyclable electrons.

We welcome your article submissions.  Don’t worry about getting the
spelling & grammar perfect - submit it anyway and we’ll work it out.  Please
keep text and pictures separate, as this helps us with layout.

We can take most any format, but plain text is easiest to manage.  Word
docs are also fine, but we’d prefer to avoid formats like MS Publisher and
PDF as submissions.   Email wa0tda@arrl.net - Note that the old
Comcast.net address is no longer checked.
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Finally, let’s travel back in time to 2005:

Thanks to Dave, WØOXB, for this screenshot.
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